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  The Horse Racing Game Dominique
Benson,2019-04-16 Horse Racing can be difficult to
get started in for the novice learning about form,
track conditions and which jockey is doing well at
the moment. Whether you just love watching a good
horse race or you are looking to stake your claim
at the track, knowing and understanding the racing
structure is a must. Today in this book, you'll be
presented with the general structure of horse
racing. When you get right down to it, all horse
races fall within four main categories: maiden
races, claiming races, allowance races, and the
stakes races. Inside here are some easy way to
make money betting on horse races.Book Content
Includes: Chapter 1 - Know About The History of
Horse RacingChapter 2 - Horse Racing Structure
Quick GuideChapter 3 - Horse Racing System - This
One ALWAYS WorksChapter 4 - 10 Books for Success
With Horse RacingChapter 5 - How To Understand A
Horse's FormChapter 6 - How to Make Money
Handicapping Horse Races and the Future of
RacingChapter 7 - The Easy Way to Make Money
Betting on Horse Races
  Betting on Horse Racing For Dummies Richard
Eng,2022-11-21 Betting on Horse Racing For Dummies
is packed with information that teaches you the
ins and outs of the racetrack. You’ll learn how to
improve your odds, avoid common betting mistakes,
and just plain have fun at the races. This is a
spectator’s easy-to-understand guide, so you’ll
have no trouble identifying the racing breeds with
their strengths and weaknesses, sizing up the
jockey, understanding the importance and role of a
trainer, placing bets, managing money, and beyond.
Can’t make it to the track? No worries! You’ll get
the scoop on online betting with off track betting
sites and apps. This update covers the latest
changes in the betting world and in the racing
world, so you’ll know just what you’re wagering.
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Learn about the different types of horse racing
Discover and identify the best racing breeds Know
your jockeys and trainers Make smart wagers and
manage your funds For beginning betters, Betting
on Horse Racing For Dummies is your ticket to well
informed wagers and a winning edge. Already know
the ropes? You’ll love the market trends and
insider tips you’ll find inside.
  The Newcomer's Guide to Horse Racing Paul N.
Lambrakis,2010-08-24 Takes the complicated subject
of horse racing and puts it in terms that everyone
can understand and teaches you everything you need
to know about the racetrack and betting.
  Winning Without Thinking Nick Mordin,2006-10
Nick Mordin estimates he has spent over 30,000
hours researching racing results over the years.
His aim has been to uncover the principles that
govern the betting market and racing results
themselves. In conducting his research Nick has
tested thousands of systems, both his own and
those developed by academics, professional
gamblers and others around the globe. In Winning
Without Thinking he shares the fruits of this
work. the results of horse-races; basic principles
that govern racing results and the betting market;
mistakes commonly made by the general betting
public and how to exploit them; full details of
betting systems used by professional gamblers to
make millions; how to predict and profit from new
trends; and how to use computers to increase your
returns.
  Become a Winner Claiming Thoroughbred Race
Horses Marino Specogna,2005-02 Make money in
thoroughbred racing now. No more putting out money
with no return. Marino Specogna outlines the steps
to become a consistent winner as an owner, and a
handicapper. Learn to never claim a losing horse,
and learn how to find that special claimer that
will continually take you to the winner's circle.
Training and Jockey secrets are exposed allowing
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the beginner or pro handicapper to pick consistent
winners. This is a complete Thoroughbred horse
guide to, claiming winners and claiming unknown
superstars, outlining breeding and handicapping
basics, and most importantly, finding the right
trainer for you. Ever wonder what a proper feed
program is for a horse? How about the type of
steroid program to turn an average horse into a
winning athlete? Or, why do the same people
continually end up in the winners' circle? Learn
these secrets and more. Learn from the Author who
claimed a $10,000 filly, then four months later
ran her in a $225,000 Breeders Cup race, and, in a
five month span, made over $150,000!!! Learn the
secrets to consistently claim winners. If you want
to keep losing money, do not buy the book, if you
want to become a winner, and stay at the top, you
will keep this book with you at all times. Learn
how to find your winner today!
  How to Win At Horseracing Robert Rowe, One of
the best books ever written on horseracing, Rowes
original research spans forty-five years and shows
how to play and beat the track, spot hot and cold
horses from betting trends, analyze and play
winning favorites, bet-downs and profitable
exactas, evaluate trainers, jockeys, stable
entries, make your own odds-line, and more!
Written in Rowes personal style and jam-packed
with 27 chapters, 93 tables/charts. Ainslee says,
his selection method is by far the simplest and
most sensible..Includes 93 charts and
illustrations. Al Illich (author of How to Pick
Winners), called Rowe one of the best players I
have known A great book from a legend. 224pages
  Horse Racing Betting Secret System M C Horrocks,
Introduction I must thank you for buying my book
and appreciate any comments on the system. I have
inserted my email address at the end of the book.
Plus feel free to email me if you have any
questions or need any help. This horse racing
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system took me approximately 12 months to computer
model and test primarily around UK handicap horse
races. This would have not been possible without
my 10 years database of horse form and my I.T.
computer skills. Handicap horse racing fascinates
me I find it a great puzzle to solve and love form
variables like weight, official rating and many
more. This horse racing system has four simple
steps that find winners daily and I have outlined
tips to get more profit. I like using this system
for betting singles and doubles which are lethal
and produce massive profits! In the book I have
covered a horse race in extensive detail so that
you understand the system and how to apply the
horse racing system to each race quickly and thus
finding winners easily.
  The Anatomy of Horse Race Handicapping Or How to
Have Fun at the Track Second Edition J.M.
Chodkowski,2018-10-14 The book was written for all
of you, who watch horse racing only to find
themselves lost, wanting to know more about the
sport, but not knowing where to begin. Perhaps
you're a regular race watcher, who ends up
spending all of their time explaining the sport to
their accompanying friends and loved ones. It's
not like you don't want them sharing in the
enjoyment of a sport you love, but how many
questions can you really answer? Or you may be
someone who just visits the track for those
special race days. You want to go more often, but
just don't know how to learn more about this great
sport. This book may just be the help you're
looking for, as it offers a unique perspective on
how to enjoy horse racing. By the end of our
lively and amusing discussion on how to handicap
with your head, eyes, blood, gut, heart, and by
your tail, the reader will be able to converse
comfortably on any of the sport's diverse aspects.
Most importantly, they will learn how to have fun
at the track.
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  Handicapping Secrets of the Horse Racing Fanatic
Gordon Easton,2005-05 The first weekend at the
track after reading your book (Handicapping
Secrets of the Horse Racing Fanatic) I won
$2,600.00! Thanks for all the great info.R. Kelley
- Los Angeles, CA. ...Initially, I was looking for
the plays on the pick six but actually evaluated
them last. I would almost swear that I was
privileged to look at an experienced horse
player's soul. I believe this material needs more
than reading, it should be studied and practiced.
The author is certainly knowledgeable about the
secrets of winning. For any serious horse player
who is self taught or those who aspire to collect
money from the race tracks, armed with just these
techniques a loser could become a winner. I would
heartily endorse this author.Thank you again,
Jerry Smiley - NVGreat book with tremendous
insight to thoroughbred handicapping and wagering.
-janishrj Gordon Easton's Pick-Six Formulas and
other betting strategies are quite literally worth
a fortune to any serious fan of horse racing. Add
in the rest of the handicapping expertise he has
picked up along the way, and you have a resource
that no one who plays the ponies can afford to be
without. Recommended without reservation! - Jay M.
- Arlington, VA I failed to mention how
informative the book you sent me is. Even with
over 40-yrs. of experience, I learned things about
racing that I more than likely did not know, or
just plain forgot about. It's a good book! Don
Oerlemans - Westville, NJ Very well written and
and super informative book. A++++++ -K.F. Great
handicapping book for any horseracing fan. -
bettyjean4771 Solid info and systems! -ciolek75
Very informative!! Easy to master. Thanks!! - A.T.
Good and interesting info for any handicapper.
Thanks. -C.T. Good tips and angles I haven't
thought of before. Pick 6 strategies are great. -
J.K. very interesting book, the stats alone are
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incredible. A+++ -J.J. Good insight to
handicapping horses. -G.D. What makes Handicapping
Secrets of The Horse Racing Fanatic your absolute
best bet to put more money in your pocket when
wagering at the track?It's not just master
handicapper Gordon Easton's four decades worth of
powerful and proven betting systems... spot
plays... and long-shot picking secrets, all
brought together in one book for the first time
anywhere. What's sets this book apart from all the
rest is that retired mathematics professor Gordon
Easton is a mathematical genius specializing in
Numbers Probability Theory, who gives his readers
a complete set of plug and play betting formulas
that will let you cover more horses and results
for every dollar you bet, shaving the odds in your
favor. For example: Most people never win a Pick
Six because they don't have the hundreds of
dollars needed to put a lot of horses on a single
ticket. They will bet many $2 tickets instead.
They could end up with several tickets with 3 or 4
winners... but none with 5 or 6 for the big
win.But, by using Gordon's formulas, you are
guaranteed to line up at least five winners on one
ticket if you get a winner in each race. You'll
also have a decent chance at getting a Pick Six...
without spending a fortune.For example: Pick Six
Formula #1 covers 4 horses in 1 race... 3 horses
in 3 races... and 2 singles (your most likely
winners). To put all of these horses on one ticket
would cost you $216. Using Gordon's formula... you
can do this for only $24, with the guarantee of 5
or 6 winners on one ticket if you have a winner in
each race. There is no other place on the planet
you can find this kind of incredibly valuable
knowledge.
  The Logical Choice G. Cohail,2013-04-29 The
Logical Choice is a great piece of work. Well
done! ~ Ed Watts If the challenge of picking 'the
winner' in every race is what motivates you when
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it comes to horse racing, this book is not
directed at you, though there are insights within
its pages that may help you with your endeavors.
The sections on Beyer Speed Figures, track
variants, how to calculate more accurate running
times, and how to find 59% winners and still lose
money are more than worth the price of this book.
However, if your interest is in making money while
betting on horse races, you need to face facts.
Playing favorites is financial ruin in the making,
yet most people (72.7% in 2010) end up wagering on
the three horses with the lowest odds in race
after race. Unfortunately, you cannot make long-
term profits betting on such horses. You need to
find horses that pay you $16.60, $27.40, $18.80,
etc. - what the author calls Value Plays - if you
want to make money. This book will show you how he
manages to do so. Professional handicapper G W
Cohail has handicapped horse races for over fifty
years. In the pages of this book, he challenges
many aspects of traditional handicapping others
take for granted and often swear by, including the
revered Beyer Speed Figures, par times, daily
track variants, etc. He then demonstrates how he
successfully bets on horse races with making
money, not picking winners, as his primary goal.
Mr. Cohail spent decades handicapping races in a
traditional way, always looking to zero-in on 'the
winner.' He considered himself a top-notch
handicapper, and he averaged 38% winners two years
in a row. Yet he never made a lot of money from
his handicapping skills. Luckily, he never lost
the rent money either. Then one day while watching
the tote board his life changed forever. Is it
possible to wager on horse races and win? The
Logical Choice: Tote Board Handicapping Made Easy
provides insights into wagering for profit. The
concepts presented in this work are usable by
anyone, whether they be an experienced handicapper
or a budding novice. In many respects, not knowing
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how to handicap races makes you a better candidate
as the less you think you know about handicapping,
the less you will have to unlearn.
  How to Exercise a Thoroughbred Race Horse Janice
L. Blake,2013-11-04 Janice L. Blake, Thoroughbred
race horse jockey and author, describes how to
take a horse to the race track and back safely.
This guide is great for beginners, owners, and
other rail birds who want to know more about what
goes on behind the scenes of a Thoroughbred race
track as the horses are being exercised in the
morning. Follow along with Janice as she gets a
leg-up on the race horse, rides to the track,
exercises the horse, and brings it back to the
barn unscathed.
  Excuses, Excuses! James A. Vena,2006-09 An
owners inside look at the world of Thoroughbred
Racing with an informative and yet comical view of
the Sport of Kings! Handicappers, casual bettors
and horse owners spend lots of time and money
trying to correctly analyze the field of a horse
race. Currently there are several past performance
publications , hundreds of handicapping systems,
computer programs, tip sheets, etc, available to
those looking for the handicappers edge. So why is
it then, in most cases, that the horse which that
has been selected by the betting public as the
favorite, loses 3 out of every 4 races? Perhaps
that while the general public bases their
selections on past performances and trends, they
are in fact overlooking the many obstacles a horse
faces in the actual race itself. Owning racehorses
gave me an inside look at the many reasons a horse
may lose a race. Many times the reasons (excuses)
are left out of most handicapping equations when
selecting the bettor's choice.The reasons (or
excuses) I have heard over the years, of why our
horses lost certainly must apply to the other
horses in the races that lost when our horses
actually won. Horse owners will find this book
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entertaining and informative while handicappers
and casual bettors will get an inside look at what
owners are told after their horse loses a race.
Excuses, Excuses!
  UK Longshot Horse Racing System M C
Horrocks,2021-05-06 I will make this bold
statement straight away, This book finds big
priced winners in UK handicap horse races easily
and consistently!I need to make a very important
statement here backing double figure priced horses
can return some huge profits but you must remember
they all do not win, more will lose races which is
to be expected. There is a reason why the horse is
such a big price it is mainly due to the fact the
horse has not won for a long time. Another reason
is that a horse could be out of its depth in other
words running in a higher class of race.Most
punters want winners every day at any odds this
makes them feel good. They think they are making a
profit, how wrong they are and the bookmakers take
their money every day with a smile on their
faces.Another mistake the average punter makes is
that they will take current SP starting price of a
horse and not look for a larger price. So say a
horse is 2/1 that's decimal odds 3.0 on the
Betfair betting exchange. They will readily take
these odds. A more profitable approach is to take
higher odds like decimal odds 3.5. Ok you might
think there is not much difference between decimal
odds 3.0 and 3.5 but it adds up over a year and
that is where your profit is. The only way to
profit in horse racing is to back horses at larger
odds than what is being offered. The betting
exchanges show the true odds of a horse just
before the race starts. As these odds are derived
from many punters and bookmakers who are using the
betting exchanges then the price of the horse
before the race starts is its true odds. This
price is a consolidated view and it is normally
correct and near the mark.This system also finds
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large priced horses that are placed 1st 2nd 3rd or
4th regularly in a horse race and these can be
exploited in the Betfair place market at some
juicy odds. I have taken decimal odds of 7.0 on
four places in a horse race and mopped up.
  Picking Winners No Problem M C Horrocks,
Introduction The title of this book is a bold
statement and one cannot really state this unless
you put your money were your mouth is! I have
written many books around UK horse racing systems
and this one I really enjoyed due to the
simplicity of this horse racing system and how
easy it is to apply. The system uses the excellent
free racing post website where you can obtain all
the form data you need to use this system. Plus
you do not have to be a form expert to understand
it. I personally think horse racing pundits make
heavy weather of horse racing form, i.e. looking
at a horse’s breeding and many other factors. I
think this information just confuses the average
punter. I have added a special bonus horse laying
system in this book and I think you will enjoy it!
This laying system is so easy to follow you will
look back at all the bets you have placed in the
past and wonder how did I get it so wrong! Yes it
will hurt knowing how much money you lost when you
should have not. Moving back onto the horse
backing system, picking winners will be very easy
for you and even more you will gain confidence and
control in your betting. This horse racing system
normally picks 2 to 3 horses per day in UK
handicap horse racing markets. You should aim at
using Betfair to place your bets due to the better
prices and in-play tactic I will show you in this
book. Understand the system before placing bets, I
hope you enjoy it!
  Horse Racing Michael J. Haskett,2013-06 Horse
Racing: Gamble & Win is based on the author's 25-
plus years in gambling and betting on thoroughbred
horse races. He has bet on horses in the: U.S
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Canada Mexico England Germany The Middle and Far
East He has bet at tracks and race books, and has
been computer betting for the last dozen years. He
has bet and won on fast surfaces, on turf, and on
wet or even muddy tracks. If you want to bet to
win, follow the system that has worked for over 25
years and you can bet like a pro too. It is easy
to understand and easy to follow. Betting on the
horses becomes clear and easy when you follow the
system. It will not automatically show a profit on
any one specific day. It may even show red figures
for a few days. But over a minimum of say 35-40
races it will be in the black profit column. And
you will be able to gamble and win at horse racing
regularly. The author's records show a consistent
long term Return on Investment (ROI) of about
1.24. That means that every dollar bet, or
gambled, has returned a profit of 24%.
Immediately. In cash. Watching and wagering on
beautiful thoroughbred horses is one of the
world's most popular sporting activities. By using
this Special Report, readers will be able to
gamble and win. Chapters include information on:
Betting on the horses Gambling, winning, and
following the system How to pick races to bet What
odds you need to make a (good) bet How to bet to
win, place, or exotic Computer betting How much to
bet: Using the effective Kelly Criterion formula
The types of races (maiden, claimer, handicap,
etc.) Importance of jockeys, trainers, weights,
equipment changes Forms to use for your horse
racing notes Horse Racing: Gamble & Win is a
proven and profitable system for betting on the
horses.
  The Grand National Anne Holland,2019-10-24 Every
year the Grand National produces very different
stories from jockeys and horses alike; uplifting
scenes from a victor and heartbreak when a mere
inch divides the loser from the winner at the end
of nearly four-and-a-half miles and thirty
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challenging fences. In 1839 the first winner was
aptly named Lottery. Back then, huge crowds rode
to Aintree by horseback, in carriages, carts or on
foot. Today the Grand National is probably the
world's most famous horse race, with a global
television audience of some 600 million in 140
countries. This richly informed book focuses on
the race's various record-breakers, rather than
being a purely chronological history of this
greatest of all steeplechases. Many records have
stood the test of time: in 2019, Tiger Roll's
second consecutive victory was the first time that
the feat had been achieved since Red Rum in
1973-74. Anne Holland's authoritative history
celebrates one of the world's greatest sporting
spectacles. 'A well-organised and cheerily
anecdotal volume' Spectator
  Most Profitable Horse Racing System M. C.
Horrocks,2020-12-16 This UK and Irish Handicap
horse racing betting system contains 4 simple
steps to identify potential winning horses in a
horse race. I wrote this system so that busy
punters using the excellemt racing post on the
internet for free can find profitable horses
quickly in handicap horse races. I like this book
because I have added some optional extra filters
to the horse racing system to improve the quality
of selections and to achieve a better strike rate.
I have written numerous books on horse racing but
this is my favourite and most profitable UK and
Irish horse racing system.
  Racing Maxims & Methods of Pitssburg Phil Edward
Cole, This legendary classic, originally published
in 1908, and still sought after today, reveals the
observations and handicapping techniques of
Pittsburg Phil, AKA George Smith, the most
successful handicapper of his time. Smith won over
$1.7 million, a fortune in the early part of the
20th century. The author covers topics as time
handicapping, class and weight, honest jockeys,
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effect of drugs on performance, the impact of time
and weight, and includes dozens of winning tips on
successful handicapping. The book contains some of
the best horseplaying advice ever and has stood
the test of time for generations of horseplayers.
The basic principles of beating the track are the
same today as before, with readers getting a
chance to learn from one of the greatest horse
bettors ever.
  How to Win at Horseracing Robert V.
Rowe,2003-03-25 One of the best books ever written
on horse racing, Rowe's original research spans
forty-five years and shows how to play and beat
the track, spot hot and cold horses from betting
trends, analyze and play winning favorites, bet-
downs and profitable exactas, evaluate trainers,
jockeys, stable entries, make your own odds-line,
and more! Written in Rowe's personal style and
jam-packed with 27 chapters, 93 tables/charts.
Ainslee says, (his) selection method is by far the
simplest and most sensible... Includes 93 charts
and illustrations. Al Illich, author of How to
Pick Winners, called Rowe one of the best players
I have known... A great book from a legend. 232
pages
  Horse-racing Horse-racing,1863

Adopting the Track of Term: An Psychological
Symphony within Horse Racing Race Your Horse

In some sort of used by monitors and the ceaseless
chatter of instant conversation, the melodic
beauty and emotional symphony developed by the
prepared word often fade in to the backdrop,
eclipsed by the relentless sound and disturbances
that permeate our lives. But, set within the pages
of Horse Racing Race Your Horse a charming
literary prize overflowing with fresh emotions,
lies an immersive symphony waiting to be embraced.
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Constructed by an outstanding musician of
language, this fascinating masterpiece conducts
visitors on a psychological journey, skillfully
unraveling the concealed songs and profound affect
resonating within each carefully constructed
phrase. Within the depths of the touching
assessment, we shall examine the book is central
harmonies, analyze their enthralling writing type,
and submit ourselves to the profound resonance
that echoes in the depths of readers souls.
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